Radha will be reading the book tomorrow.


చదువ (CP Brown Dict p. 0441) [ caduvu ] tsaduvu. [Tel.] v. a. To read, to study. పసతకము ఉండి. (An affix) by, through or from a long time. n. A poor's box. ఉండి. (q. v.)

ఉండ (CP Brown Dict p. 0148) [ undu ] undu. [Tel.] v. n. To be, exist, live. 2. To reside, dwell. 3. To remain, stop, stay. 4. To last, endure, continue. 5. To keep still, stay quiet; 6. To wait. To stand over, remain as a surplus. ఉండి. (An affix) by, through or from a long time. n. A poor's box. ఉండదే (తండర బగ) is he at home? ఉండడు కదుద్దు ఉననటుటండ యద లేదు.